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Welcome and thank you for choosing the fifth annual
rEvolver Festival! We’re bringing you some new stuff this
year. We’ve got our first off-site show (All the Way by
O,o,o,o.) at The Russian Hall, our fist dance show (Luciterra’s
(i•m)position), and we’ve upped our touring game with three
national shows; each of Tombstone, I’m Doing This For You,
and The Princess Show is an incredible piece in its own
right, and together they represent a wild slice of Canadian
theatre – and the full geographical scope of the country,
from Whitehorse to Toronto to Halifax! From the local scene
we are proud to present Fringe hit NeOn-ね音 by Mayumi
Yoshida, the return of rice & beans with Adam Warren’s Last
Train In, a very a-typical story of disability, and SPAWN, a
new cross-Canada work by an incredible group of young
indigenous women, Wild Women Theatre. Venture outside
the main venues and take part in a small group reading of
a bespoke book (Soliloquy in English), a tale of vampires,
magicians, and a Canadian backpacker (Vampires in
Barcelona), or any one of our free and by-donation events,
which we have doubled in number this year! We hope you
will join us in seeing all that this incredible community of
artists has to offer.
See you at the BBQ!
Daniel Martin and Dave Mott
Co-Artistic Producers
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CULTURE LAB

Venue
sponsor

★★★★ “funny, strange, excruciating and affecting”
– The Telegraph

★★★★ “McGee delivers a spellbinding performance”
– Broadway Baby

★★★★ “funny, quirky and ultimately heartbreaking”
– Edinburgh Spotlight

★★★★ “this brilliant piece of tragicomedy will make
you feel everything” – ArtsAwardVoice
★★★★ “shocking, sexy, mysterious, dirty and
courageous... go” – Mumble Theatre

I’M DOING THIS FOR YOU
Haley McGee (Toronto)

LAST TRAIN IN

rice & beans theatre (Vancouver)
WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY ADAM GRANT WARREN
DIRECTED BY DEREK CHAN
Written and performed by award-winning theatre and film maker
Adam Grant Warren, who was born with Cerebral Palsy, Last Train In
is drawn from his lived experience. It is not, however, a typical story
of disability and triumph over adversity. It is not about finding a way
despite overwhelming odds. Instead, it’s about travel, romance, career
expectations, and the all-too-human tendency to... embellish.
Moving back and forth in time, Last Train In follows Adam through his
first year as a high school teacher in a small town outside of London,
England – a year that ends with Adam literally trapped in a UK train
station, between two flights of stairs and without an elevator.

WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY HALEY MCGEE
DIRECTED BY MITCHELL CUSHMAN
DRAMATURGY BY DEBORAH PEARSON

What does it mean to be
truly stuck – and how long
does it take to get free?

A woman travels halfway around the world to give the man she loves
the thing she thinks he wants the most. He’s an aspiring stand-up
comedian and today is his birthday. The audience is her gift to him and
it’s a surprise!
Blending storytelling, live-art and improvisation, Haley McGee delivers
a spellbinding performance in I’m Doing This for You. Filled with startling
turns from the hilarious to the humiliating, this award-winning show
delves deep into just how far a person will go to not be alone.
19+ AUDIENCE ONLY

Show
sponsor

MAY 31 – JUNE 3
2

CULTURE LAB
60 MINUTES

Presenting
partner

Presenting
partner

MAY 30 – JUNE 4
CULTURE LAB
60 MINUTES
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“Best of Fest” – Atlantic Fringe Festival, 2016
“a multimedia musical filled with hilariously animated and
sparkle-coated metaphors for fighting one’s inner demons,
and the power of community” – The Coast
Nominated for 5 Nova Scotia Merritt Awards including
Outstanding Production by a New or Emerging Company

THE PRINCESS SHOW
Heist (Halifax)

CREATED BY AARON COLLIER, RICHIE WILCOX, DEONIE HUDSON
STARRING PRINCESS EDWARD AND ABEL T. SUCKIZONE
Follow the world’s most revered performance artist, Princess Edward,
as this bearded, sequined wonder journeys into a world where anime
heroes, bass guitarist rock stars and pop epics meld into a music-filled
thriller. Join Princess Edward and her family in this musical, lip-synced
mash-up of Dungeons & Dragons,
Attack on Titan, Legend of Zelda,
and Rupaul’s Drag Race, where
Princess puts it all on the line to
save her beloved.

A visual marvel transporting you from the heart
of the city to the depths of the ocean

SPAWN

Wild Woman Theatre (Toronto)
CREATED BY CHEYENNE SCOTT, NYLA CARPENTIER, ASHLEY
BOMBERRY, ALANA MCLEOD, JAKE KALINA AND JUSTIN BUYUKOZER
SUPPORTED BY TORONTO ARTS COUNCIL AND ONTARIO ARTS COUNCIL
Theresa is haunted by the traditional Coast Salish story of the Salmon
Spirit, and the death of her mother who drowned in the Pacific Ocean.
After a one-night stand, Theresa learns she is pregnant and her
disconnected family reconsiders their own choices in preparation of
the next generation. There is no going back. We can only move forward
through the cycle and only the toughest and luckiest complete it.
Presenting
partner
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Presenting
partner

MAY 24-27

MAY 25 – JUNE 4

CULTURE LAB
70 MINUTES

CULTURE LAB
70 MINUTES
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HISTORIC THEATRE
★★★★★ “Thrilling and inspiring!” – Global News Edmonton
★★★★★ “... a clear, powerful and modern defining of the
female experience. Go go go!” – Edmonton Journal

(i•m)position

Luciterra Dance Theatre (Vancouver)
CREATED AND DIRECTED BY AMBER EASTMAN, GILLIAN COFSKY,
LAURA JUNE AND NAOMI JOY
Simultaneously “I am position” and “imposition”, Luciterra’s newest
production is a theatrical story of love, conflict, aggression and
sensuality. Set in a distant galaxy where all communication happens
through movement, (i•m)position’s retro-futuristic aesthetic is a nod
to old school science fiction. The story, told by ten dancers, centres
around two sets of characters, who clash when their different ways
of being come into contact for the first time. This narrative is told
through Luciterra’s innovative dance hybrid, drawing inspiration from
the company members’ various training in bellydance, contemporary,
and theatre. A unique aesthetic of mechanical robotic movement
juxtaposed with sweeping lyrical lines creates a dynamic and elusive
style, as unexpected as it is exciting.
Join us in the Founders’ Lounge after the show at 8:30pm on
Thursday, May 25 for a conversation with Luciterra.

“Touching: well conceived and executed.” – Plank Magazine

NeOn-ね音

ODE. Movements (Vancouver)
CREATED BY MAYUMI YOSHIDA
DIRECTED BY LAURA MCLEAN
Framed around the revelation of a deep secret within playwright
Mayumi Yoshida’s beloved late grandmother’s arranged marriage, NeOn
(ね音) is a look at love. True love. Does it exist? Has anyone ever got it
right? Why have we all been conditioned to yearn for it? Told through
multiple intertwining stories, NeOn transcends generations and
continents and language. An “international citizen’s” charming look at
what it means to negotiate love on either end of the world. The shoulds,
woulds and coulds about choice… and the grace of accepting when
there isn’t one.
*Performed in English and Japanese (with English subtitles)

MAY 24-28
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HISTORIC THEATRE
50 MINUTES

Presenting
partner

Presenting
partner

MAY 24-28
HISTORIC THEATRE
80 MINUTES
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RUSSIAN HALL (OFF-SITE)

ALL THE WAY
O,o,o,o. (Vancouver)

CREATED BY DANIEL BORZILLO, TARA GALLAGHER HARRIS, CHELSEA
MACDONALD, SEAN MARSHALL JR., JAMIE TAYLOR AND CONOR WYLIE
A hypnagogic game show straddling the worlds of a haunted house
and The Price is Right. This partially-immersive, pop-cult, horror-flickobsessed puzzle invites audience members to dive into a hero’s
journey… to emerge thrilled and victorious. All The Way rewards the
competitor, soothes the dreamer, and delights in the deliciously
unconventional.

Bring your kids! Dress up in your best sci-fi western outfit,
and strap yourself in for cowboys, robots and shoot-outs!

TOMBSTONE

Ramshackle Theatre (Yukon)

“That I lay awake for much of the night thinking
about various aspects of the performance is
testament to [O,o,o,o.’s] excellence.”
– Peter Dickinson

WRITTEN BY BRIAN FIDLER AND EDWARD WESTERHUIS
CO-CREATED BY GENEVIÈVE DOYON, JESSICA HICKMAN AND
CLAIRE NESS, DIRECTED BY JESSICA HICKMAN
MUSIC AND ORIGINAL SOUND DESIGN BY JORDY WALKER
Visually gorgeous, full of wit and humour, anarchy and
magic, Tombstone is an all ages, cardboard puppet show, filmed and
projected live on to the big screen, and it is Ramshackle Theatre’s
follow-up to the 2013 rEvolver hit, Sci-Fi Double Feature.
Petal, a lonesome cowgirl working at the robot, western-styled
amusement park town of Tombstone, dreams of creating her own wildwest entertainment show with a real live cowboy.
When drifter Hank rides into town, Petal seizes the opportunity to use
Hank’s cowboy skills but doesn’t count on falling in love...or on finding
herself in a love triangle with Hank and a robot cowboy.
Set against the backdrop of a robot uprising, Tombstone is part
spaghetti western, part Westworld, and all cardboard. A show that
will be loved by children, hipsters, parents, B-movie buffs, and anyone
looking for a rollicking good time.
$12 YOUTH TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR THIS SHOW ONLY!

MAY 25-28
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HISTORIC THEATRE
70 MINUTES

Presenting
partner

Presenting partner/
show sponsor

MAY 31 –JUNE 3
RUSSIAN HALL
60 MINUTES
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SITE-SPECIFIC

FOUNDERS’ LOUNGE CABARET

SOLILOQUY IN ENGLISH
Patrick Blenkarn (Vancouver)

Soliloquy in English is a book for multiple voices about the language that
connects them. In this part reading group, part documentary, and part
handmade art object created from the ruins of an Oxford Dictionary, a
small group of readers are invited to participate in reading the book out
loud, passing it from hand to hand and voice to voice. In doing so, they
bring to life a collage of stories about what it means to share and live in
the English language today.
LIMITED TICKETS AVAILABLE. BOOK EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.

“After the hour I simply want to stay in the beautiful space
and continue the conversation that he has started.”
–MyEntertainmentWorld

VAMPIRES IN BARCELONA
Skinny Walrus Projects (Vancouver)

WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY BRIAN COCHRANE
DIRECTED BY JAMIE KING
The year is 2006. Brian Cochrane is twenty-two years old, backpacking
around Europe, and freshly in love. He arrives in Barcelona first thing
in the morning after partying all night on a train from Paris. After
struggling to find his hostel, sleeping off part of his hangover, and
realizing his one year of studying Spanish in university isn’t going to cut
it in the Catalan capital, his hopes for a quiet and introspective evening
are sidetracked when he meets a heartbroken, quadrilingual magician.
The magician’s girlfriend has just left him for his best friend. And she’s
also a vampire, apparently… But there’s no such thing, right? Maybe if
Brian follows the magician’s recommendation and goes to the vampire
bar he’ll get some answers…
Vampires in Barcelona is a true story. Or, as true of a story as “being sent
to a vampire bar by a magician you met at a hostel” can be when you’re
telling it eleven years after the fact.

“Brian Cochrane brims with confidence and charm.”
–The Georgia Straight

MAY 27 – JUNE 4
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SITE-SPECIFIC
60 MINUTES

Presenting
partner

MAY 25 – JUNE 3
FOUNDERS’ LOUNGE
13
60 MINUTES

UPDRAFTS
READING SERIES

Presenting
partner

UNTITLED FEMINIST – Wed, May 24, 7:00pm
BY PIPPA MACKIE
The unbelievably true story of one young woman’s
quest to find love. Before he passed away, Sonali’s lover
gave her the challenge of going on fifty first dates to get
over him. So Sonali took to Tinder. This darkly-comedic
one woman show follows Sonali as she attempts to find
love in the modern world, and along the way deals with
issues of sex, race, and loneliness. (65 minutes)
SUDDENLY, THIS GOD-LOVER DIED IN THE LOVE OF GOD, THIS
GOD-SLAIN DIED BY THE SWORD OF GOD – Fri, May 26, 7:00pm
BY THE BITING SCHOOL
The residents of a communal house in a poor
neighborhood in Tehran, Iran are stirred up when
a new tenant enters the picture. He is single,
educated and seemingly rich. He becomes the
subject of the neighbours’ envy and hatred. Iranian
passion play meets the Canadian psyche. (55 minutes)

ORLANDO – Sun, May 28, 5:00pm
BY MICHELLE DEINES (WORKING SPARK THEATRE)
Written in 1927 by Virginia Woolf, the novel Orlando, A
Biography is part fantasy, part satire, part inquiry into
the nature of gender – and, at its heart, the story of
a person in search of their true identity. This reading
showcases this new, in-progress adaptation of the
literary classic, written for the stage by award-winning
Vancouver playwright Michelle Deines. (90 minutes)
ACCELERATION – Thurs, June 1, 6:00pm
BY CAROLINE SNIATYNSKI
It’s 2011. The world’s top physicists are searching
for the Higgs boson, the famous “missing piece”
in our model of the universe. Still haunted by the
disappearance of her teenage sister years earlier,
graduate student Elise joins in the search. But what
we’re looking for and what we find aren’t always the
same thing. (60 minutes)

MAY 24 – JUNE 1
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FOUNDERS’ LOUNGE
VARIOUS TIMES

ALL READINGS ARE BY-DONATION

THE WRITERS’
GROUP

Presenting
partner

HOMECOMING – Sat, May 27, 4:00pm

BY KAMILA SEDIEGO
Homecoming explores the separation of two Filipino sisters, and the
deaths, the duty, and the daughter that keep them bound together.
Jumping across continents and memory, Homecoming examines the
abandonment and hope of emigration. It celebrates Filipino culture and
what that looks like to a first-generation Canadian. It asks, “is home in a
place or a person, and can you ever really come back?” (60 minutes)

SRO – Sat, June 3, 3:30pm
BY BRENDA PRINCE
Pinishi, an Ojibway woman remains trapped in a lonely, spiritually dead
life in an SRO (single room occupancy) room in Vancouver’s Downtown
Eastide. Her life changes when BamBam, her sweetheart, receives
money from a car accident. Unexpected characters help her understand
who she really is. (60 minutes)
ALL READINGS ARE BY-DONATION

June 3-4

SHINY

Kelly McInnes (Vancouver)
CREATED AND PERFORMED BY KELLY MCINNES IN COLLABORATION
WITH MAXINE CHADBURN AND RIANNE SVELNIS’
SHINY challenges the
women’s beauty industry
and standard. The work
combines dance, visual
art, sound, and “women’s
work” to examine the
mass objectification,
sexualization, and
censorship of women’s
bodies, the masking of
the individual through the
bizarre sameness of the
beauty standard, and magnifies the surreal, grotesque, and violence
involved in the quest for “perfection”. (60 minutes)

A BY-DONATION PERFORMANCE!

MAY 27 – JUNE 4
FOUNDERS’ LOUNGE
VARIOUS TIMES
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CULTURE LAB EVENT
May 28, 3:00pm

PLUNGE

AN AFTERNOON OF EMERGING
ARTISTS’ WORKS IN PROGRESS
In collaboration with Resounding Scream Theatre
Plunge is a platform allowing artists to pause and share their worksin-progress at pivotal moments of development, leaving space for
reflection, discussion, and re-framing. Plunge presents projects that
are in their infancy, that have been put on the back-burner, or are
feeling stuck at their current stage. Three artists will be selected to
present short workshop performances, staged readings or physical
compositions of their process thus far. Each will be followed by a
15-minute audience talk back. (120 minutes)

ABOUT REVOLVER
rEvolver features new work by emerging and early mid-career artists
and companies with a focus on formal innovation, expressed through
experimentation in untried or risky content, issue or idea, writing
style, genre, and staging. Entering our 15th year as festival producers,
rEvolver presents work which is aesthetically eclectic, topically
relevant, boundary-pushing and high energy, and embraces diversity of
practice and cultural background.

rEvolverfestival.ca

A FREE EVENT

HABITATS

Isabelle Kirouac, Nayana Fielkov (Vancouver)

ABOUT
UPINTHEAIR THEATRE

CREATED AND PERFORMED BY ISABELLE KIROUAC AND
NAYANA FIELKOV
MUSIC COMPOSED BY MARTIN REISLE

Our Mission: Upintheair Theatre fosters possible futures: supporting
the next generation of theatre makers, and exploring new ideas through
a unique focus on speculative fiction and formal innovation.

Habitats is an interdisciplinary performance for all ages, incorporating
elements of contemporary dance, theatre and circus. A woman
accompanied by a mysterious white hare travels
through dream-like roads in search of her identity.
Habitats is a poetic work exploring the relationship
between a clown and a four-legged stilt dancer.
Past support for Isabelle Kirouac and
Nayana Fielko:

★★★★1/2 “Wonderfully bizarre”
– VUE Weekly

★★★★ “An all-access pass into
the dreamland” – Edmonton Journal
“Taking stiltwalking to an awesome
higher level” – New York Times
MAY 27-28
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OUTDOOR
20 MINUTES

A FREE PERFORMANCE

Since 2000, Upintheair has created and produced new plays including
Inside the Seed, Wedgie, 120bpm, The North Plan and The City and The
City. We presented the Walking Fish Festival from 2003 until 2010.
Our next production, Rate Of Loss, is currently being created with
playwright Jordan Hall (Kayak) and Mind of a Snail (Caws and Effect).

upintheairtheatre.com

FESTIVAL STAFF
Co-Artistic Producers: Daniel Martin and David Mott
Guest Curator: Elysse Cheadle
Associate Producer: Stephanie Elgersma
Technical Director: Jordan Boivin
Assistant Technical Director: Taylor Janzen
Publicist: Zoe Quinn

Front cover: I’m Doing This for You photo by Matthew Peberdy
Graphic design: Kristen Johnson
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TICKETS
SINGLE TICKETS:
Regular: $17/$20 with service charges
Low Income (self-identified): $12/$15 with service charges
3 SHOW PASS:
$39/$43 with service charges – $17 savings on the single ticket price!
FOR MORE TICKET INFO:
604.251.1363 or tickets.thecultch.com
LOCATION:
All events at The Cultch, 1895 Venables St, Vancouver except
All The Way at the Russian Hall, 600 Campbell Ave, Vancouver

CONTACT/FOLLOW
Web: revolverfestival.ca
Email: info@upintheairtheatre.com
Facebook: Facebook.com/UpintheairTheatre
Twitter: twitter.com/UITATheatre
#revolverfest

Donate: Make a donation online through CanadaHelps!
THANK YOU TO OUR FUNDERS, SPONSORS, AND INDIVIDUAL
SUPPORTERS. THIS FESTIVAL WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT
YOUR GENEROSITY.
FUNDING BODIES
Funded by the
Government of
Canada

We acknowledge the financial support of the Province of British Columbia

CULTURE LAB
VENUE SPONSOR

FESTIVAL
LAUNCH PARTNER

SPECIAL EVENT
PARTNER

MEDIA
SPONSOR

